CULTURE, HOUSING, ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING
COMMITTEE (CHEP)
17 MARCH 2021
LATE MATERIAL
The following material has been received since the publication of the agenda for this
meeting:
- Feedback from Neighbourhood Committees on the LIP Programme 2021/22.
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Appendix C

Late Material for LIP Report
Neighbourhood Committee Feedback
Kingston Town - 4 March 2021
No comments were made in response to the LIP list of projects, but the following roads were
mentioned in addition to the list as urgently in need of repair, when the Planned Maintenance
list was presented.
-Sub Base renewal of Tudor Drive
-Beaufort and Fasset Roads outside the new Antoinette Hotel redevelopment
-Brunswick Road near junction with Kingston Hill
- Note that on page A8 of the report Should read Brunswick Ave (not Road).
South of the Borough - 9 March 2021
-

Supported schemes and identified that Clayton Road be prioritised. Added officer
clarification that this project includes the assessment of pedestrian crossing issues in
the vicinity of the Somerset Avenue junction.

Surbiton - 11 March 2021
Officers undertook to look into matters raised on i) current one way
arrangements and repairs to Tolworth Close; ii) review of cycling signage; and
iii) dangerous exit at Surbiton Health Centre as part of possible schemes in 22/23.
Principal Road Maintenance Update
Since the preparation of the report further information has been received by boroughs,
stating that there are ongoing discussions with the DfT, who are considering TfL’s proposal
for a £30m settlement. This is substantially more than the previous few years, however it
must be noted that there is no guarantee the full £30m will be granted. TfL have presented
options based on potential allocation for your respective Borough for £15m and £30m
scenarios based on Borough’s PRN carriageway condition and length, with the potential
borough funding identified as £320,000 (£15m) and £652,000 (£30m).

